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Let n denote the sample size, and let ri E (l,..., n) fulfill the conditions 
ri - rim I > 5 for i = l,..., k. It is proved that the joint normalized distribution of the 
order statistics ZrC:,, i = l,..., k, is independent of the underlying probability 
measure up to a remainder term of order O((k/n)“‘). A counterexample shows that, 
as far as central order statistics are concerned, this remainder term is not of the 
order O((k/n)“‘) if ri - ri-, = 1 for i = 2 ,..., k. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let P, denote the joint distribution of appropriately normalized order 
statistics Zri,., i = l,..., k, of a sample of size n where the indices ri fulfill the 
relations O=r,<r,<.*.<r,<rk+l= n + 1. Let N, denote the k-variate 
normal distribution with means vector zero and covariances 
r,(n - ri + l)/(n + 1)’ for 1 < i< j< k. Extending results of Smirnov [8], 
Mosteller [4], Weiss [9, 1 l] and Ikeda and Matsunawa [3], it was proved in 
Reiss [6] that N, is an approximation to P, with a remainder term of order 
O[(Cf,‘: (ri - r,~,)-‘)1’2]. We remark that this bound is sharp. 
Furthermore, this result implies at once that P, is independent of the 
underlying probability measure within the indicated order of the normal 
approximation. It is easy to prove that C:Z: (ri - ri-J1 > k*/n. The 
purpose of the present article is to show that P, is independent of the 
underlying probability measure up to a remainder term of order O((k/n)Y2) if 
ri- riPI > 5. If ri- ridI = 1 for i= 2 ,..., k and ny2 =o(k(n)), then 
Example 2.4 will show that P, can asymptotically depend on the underlying 
probability measure. 
We also mention a related result which is due to Weiss [lo]. Weiss proved 
that, under certain conditions on the tail of the underlying probability 
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measure, the joint distribution of the smallest k(n) order statistics-with 
k(n)/n’-+ 0 as n -+ 00 for every 6 > O-is asymptotically equivalent to the 
joint distribution of k(n) partial sums of independent exponential random 
variables. We suppose that our Theorem 2.1 can be extended in such a way 
that it includes the result of Weiss; we abstain from this extension to obtain 
a less complicated error term and to avoid even more cumbersome com- 
putations. 
2. THE MAIN’ RESULT 
The following notation will be adopted: Given a probability measure P, let 
P” denote the n-fold independent product of P. Let Bk denote the system of 
all Bore1 sets in the Euclidean k-space IR k. The ith order statistic ZiEn of a 
sample of size n is defined by ZiEn(x) =zi where z1 < a.0 <z, are the 
components of x = (x1 ,..., xn) E R” arranged in the nondecreasing order. 
Furthermore, P*y is the measure which is induced by P and the measurable 
map w. 
Our main objective will be to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let Q be the uniform distribution on (0, l), and P a 
probability measure which has the distribution function F and the Lebesgue- 
density f. Let n, k and ri be integers which fulfirr the conditions 
O=r,< “’ <rk<rk+,= n+l and ri-ri-,a5 for i=l,..., k+l. Set 
Ai = r,/(n + l), ,U~ = F-‘(Ii) and uf = Ai( 1 - Ai). Furthermore, let I denote 
the interval (u, - 3a, log n/f@,) n”‘, pk + 30, log n/f (uk) n”‘). Assume that 
f 1 I > 0 and f 1 I has a third derivative. Then, there exists a constant C > 0 
which is independent of P, k and r = (rl ,..., rk+ ,) such that 
where 
Proof: We shall use the following abbreviations: Set f;: = fCui) and 
fy’ = f”‘(q) for i= l,..., k; w~(x)=x~-x~-, +Li-~i-, for i= l,...,k+ 1 
[with the convention that x0 = xk+ , = 0] ; 61(X) = F@i + Xi/J) - 
F(,u-, + xi-,/f;:-,) - vi(x) for x E Rk and i = l,..., k + 1 [with the 
convention that F(,u,, + x0/f,) = 0 and F(,uk+ 1 + xk+ l/fk+ 1) = 11. 
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Standard calculations yield that Q, := Q’ * [Z,,:, - A,]~=, has the 
Lebesgue-density 
i 
1 
(XEIRk:O<X,+~l<...<Xk+lk<ll 
with /3 denoting a constant. Furthermore, P, := P” * [fi(Z,,, -pi)]% I has the 
Lebesgue-density 
g=p (fi h’) (1’; (6,+ yp-‘) 1,. 
i=l 1=1 
We have hi(x) = f bi + xi/.&)/A, and 
Set 
I log n ri= XEIRk:lxil~3Ui- n 112 I for i = l,..., k, 
lli= {di/vi ~ -~} for i = l,..., k + 1, 
and 
Hereafter, we assume w.1.g. that a < n1’4 and n is sufficiently large; 
otherwise, the assertion trivially holds true. Then, the conditions of the 
theorem imply, in particular, that 
Pi-1 f 3a,-,(lOg n)/fi-lnv2 <Pt f 3u&g n)/jY for i = l,..., k. 
Furthermore, C will denote a non-negative universal constant which is not 
necessarily the same at each appearance. 
Lemma 3.1, applied to & = gk n A, implies that 
+[l-Q,(A)exp(&jl (logf)de.)]v2T (2.1) 
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where AC denotes the complement of A. Since 0 2 A we have 
dQr = f’ J (log 4) dQ, 
,T A 
We shall prove that 
k+l 
+ r (ri-ri-,-l)JAlog (1 +:)dQ,* 
*T* 
(2.2) 
(log hi) dQ, I< a(Q,(Ac))“’ nev2 + C(a + a’) n. ’ (2.3) 
for i = l,..., k, 
for i= I,..., k + 1, and 
Q,(A’) + P,(A’) < C( 1 + a”)/n. (2.5) 
The assertion of the theorem is immediate from (2.1~(2.5). 
Expanding f and the log function we obtain 
(1) fi log h*(x) - f; -Xi <C(a+a’)xf 
i 
(2.4) 
(2.6) 
for every i = l,..., k and x E ri. Furthermore, it is proved in Wellner [ 12, 
Lemma 21 that for every nonnegative integer j there exists a constant cj such 
that 
( lxif de,(x) < cj(of/n)“’ for i = l,..., k. (2.7) 
Since I x,dQ,(x) = 0 we infer from (2.6) that 
/I 
(log hi) dQ, 
I 1 
< a 
A 
AC 1x1 I dQr(x> + C(a + a’) ,f xf dQXx)- 
Thus, an application of (2.7) and the Holder inequality implies (2.3). 
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To prove (2.4) we shall make use of the following formulae (2.8)-(2.13). 
Since Q” * (Z,,,, -Z,,-,:,) = Q” * Zrimrielzn we can deduce from (2.7) that 
i Ixi -Xi-l IjdQ,(x) < Cj[(Ai - Ai-I)(1 - (Ai - ni_l))/n]“* P-8) 
for every j E N and i = 2,..., k. Elementary calculations yield 
f x-GfB,,,(x) = fi s y-,” if r>j, PI=1 (2.9) 
where B,,, denotes the P-distribution with parameters r and s. Using Taylor 
expansions of F we obtain for every i = 2,..., k and x E ri n Tim 1 that 
ldi(x) - (aiXf -ai- *xf-l)l 
= ViCx)9 (2.10) 
say, where ai denotes f !“/2f f for i = l,..., k, and a,, = ak+ 1 = 0. For every 
x E Rk and i = 2,..., k 
Iaixf -Ui-,Xf-,l <CXlXf -Xtpll + (a +a2)(Ai-Ai-1)Xf-l. (2.11) 
For i = 1 and x E rI and respectively, i = k + 1 and x E rk we have 
(d,(X) - (UiX: -Ui-lXf-l)l Q Ca Ixiexi-113 = Vi(x), (2.12) 
say. Moreover, we prove that 
k+l 
C (ri - ri-l - 1) 1 uix’ ;~xjlx’-’ de,(x) = 0. (2.13) 
i=l I 
Equation (2.13) can be easily derived from the following equalities: 
I 
-4-l uli(x> de,(x) = ":-l'; - "-;I for i= 2,..., k + 1, (2.14) 
i i-l 
and 
I 4 yjqq- dQ,(x) = ,,"";,r,"" 1 for i = l,..., k. (2.15) 
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To prove (2.14) notice that 
Now, (2.14) can be computed in a straightforward way by making use of 
(2.9), applied to j = 1, and the following equality which is taken from Reiss 
[6, Lemma 7.111: 
for i = 2 ,..., k. Equation (2.15) can be proved in a way similar to (2.14) by 
using the equality 
Qn * (I -Z,:,r ‘“:“; zri-“n) = B,-r,+,.ri x Bri-,.-,,rim, (2.17) 
ri: n 
for i= 1 ,..., k, in place of (2.16). Equation (2.17) is immediate from (2.16) 
since Q”* (Z,,J!,,=Q”* (1 -Zn--r+,J!=l. 
Since 
on Ai for i = l,..., k + 1, we obtain 
k+l 
K- (ri - TieI - 
/fj 
1) C(]P,] + ]&I +P& (2.18) 
where 
ktl 
i=l 
dQ,(xh 
ktl 
p2= )J (ri--i-l-l) 
6,(x) - (‘ix: - a,-,xt-,) dQ,tx) 
, 
i=l 
k+l 
p3= v (ri-riPI-1) 
,=I 
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Since Cf:: (a,~; - a,-,~~-,) = 0 we obtain from (2.13), from the Holder 
inequality, (2.9), (2.7), (2.8), and (2.11) that 
ktl 
h’= ;, JAC 
(aix~-ai-lx~-~)(l -Cn + l)(xi-xI-l)) dertxj 
Vi(X) 
< (Q,(A’)>“’ ‘2 [j Wi(Xlp3 dQr]l” 
i=l 
X [J(/UiXf-Ui-~Xf-~l(l + (n + l,lXi-Xi-~~))6dQ~(x)]1” 
Since Cfz=‘: [6,(x) - (aixf - ai-,xf-i)] = 0 we obtain from (2.10), (2.12), 
(2.8), (2.7), (2.9) and the Holder inequality that 
< C(a + a*) k/n. 
Furthermore, 
k+l 
P3< C trlmri-lvl) 
i=l 
I 
43 
+ (a + a’)(Ai - Li- 1) x:-,)~ de,,(x) 
x [j vi3dQr]u 
< C(a + a’) k/n. 
Thus, (2.4) is immediate from (2.18) by collecting the estimates of 
b,l, i = L&3. 
It remains to verify (2.5). A direct application of Lemma 3.3 yields 
Qr I xE IRk:Ixil>-ij-~ \ 30 o,logn <Cn-2 I (2.19) 
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for i = l,..., k. Thus, 
Q,(C) < a-* for i = l,..., k, 
and, also, 
(2.19’) 
Qr I 
XE w: Ixi-xi-ll> 3(AimAi-1)“* log n < Cn-* 
n 112 I \ 
for i = 2 ,..., k. From (2.10)-(2.12), (2.19’) and (2.20) we infer 
Q,{Si > -j?,} > 1 - Cn-2 for i= l,..., k + 1, 
where p, = a(Ai - Ai- ,)(log n)’ n-l’*. 
Since ri - ri-, > 5 we deduce from Lemma 3.6 that 
Q,{I,v~>~/?,}> 1 -Ca4K2 for i= l,..., k + 1. 
Combining (2.21) and (2.22) we get 
Q&4:) < Cn-*(I + a”) for i = l,..., k + 1. 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
It is immediate from (2.21) and (2.22) that Q,(W) < C(l + a”)/n. Thus, 
(2.19’) and (2.23) imply that Q&4’) & C(l + a”)/n. 
Obviously, Pr(0) = 1. Moreover, applying Lemma 3.3 to 
and using standard techniques we obtain 
P,(Iy) < Cn - * for i = l,..., k. 
Furthermore, for every i E { l,..., k + 1 }, 
P&4;) < Cn-*( 1 + a4) 
if 
Pl{di&-&}> I-Cn-* 
and 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
P,{wi>2/I,}> l-Cn-*a4. (2.27) 
Applying the inverse probability integral transformation and (19’) we obtain 
PA141 G&l 2Pr({l4l G&ln~in~i-,>> Q,G%l <&I - Cc2 (2.28) 
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for i = 2,..., k, where 
~(X)=-~(F-‘(Xi+~i)-Eli)+~-~(F-l(Xi_~ +Ai-,)-,U-,)+ (Xi-Xi-l) 
for x E Rk with xi + ii, xi-i + Ai-, E (0, 1). Moreover, by (2.22) and the 
inverse probability integral transformation again we obtain 
P,{Wi~2P,}=Q,{wi-si~22P,}~Q,{wi~3P,} 
- Q,{l&l > P,} > 1 - Ca4n-* - Q,{IJiI > P,} (2.29) 
for i = 2,..., k. Since F has a third derivative on Z and f]Z > 0 it is easy to 
prove that F-’ has a third derivative on the interval Z’ = (A, - (30/l 1) 
a,(log n) n- y2, hk + (30/l 1) a,(log n) n- “‘) if n is sufficiently large. 
Moreover, F-‘(I’) c I. Using Taylor expansions of F- ’ we obtain 
for i = 2,..., k, and xEiRk with IxjI<(30/11)oj(logn) nPV2 for j=i- l,i. 
Thus, by (2.19’), (2.20) and (2.1 l), 
Q,{l sil <P,l > 1 - Cc* for i = 2,..., k. 
This, together with (2.28) and (2.29) yields (2.26) and (2.27) in the case of 
i = 2,..., k. The case of i = 1 and i = k + 1 can be treated in an analogous 
way. It is immediate from (2.24) and (2.25) that P&4’) < C(1 + a”)/n. The 
proof is complete. 
Remark 2.2. Theorem 2.1 still holds true if the constant 
is replaced by 
where 
Ii = ( 3ai- * log n 3oi log n Pi-1 - fc~~-~) nl/2 vpi + fbi) n1/2 * 1 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 we obtain the following 
corollary. 
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COROLLARY 2.3. Let P be a probability measure which has the 
distribution function F and the Lebesgue-density J Let 0 < q1 < q2 < 1, and 
let U be an open neighborhood of [F-‘(q,), F-‘(q,)]. Assume that f ] U > 0 
and f) U has a continuous third derivative. 
Then, there exists a constant C > 0 such that for all positive integers n, 
k<n and ri with nq, <r, < .e. < rk < nq, and ri - rip 1 > 5 for i = 2,..., k 
the following relation holds true: 
BEBk 
zri,, - z- 
k 
SUP Ien 1 I n+l i=1 EB 
-P”l[fCUi)(Z,i:n--i)I:=l EBlIGC 
We mention two simple consequences of Corollary 2.3. 
Let M be the exponential distribution with distribution function 
G(x) = 1 - ebx for x > 0. Since 
k 
i=l 
(where 7ci: IRk + F? denotes the ith projection) we derive from Corollary 2.3 
that 
if P and ri, i = l,..., k, fulfill the condition of Corollary 2.3. 
In Reiss [6], an asympotic expansion of length m of the joint distribution 
of ZriEn, i = l,..., k, has been established. The remainder term of this 
expansion is of order 0(x:,‘: (ri - ri-i)-‘)“/*). A particular constructive 
proof of this expansion was developed in Reiss [7] if the exponential 
distribution is the underlying probability measure. Under the conditions of 
Corollary 2.3 we can restrict our attention to this special case if approx- 
imations with a remainder term of order O((k/n)“*) are only treated. 
The following example shows that the condition ri - ri- 1 > 5, i = 2,..., k, 
in Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.3 cannot be omitted without compensation. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Let Q be the uniform distribution on (0, l), and M the 
exponential distribution. Denote by G the distribution function and by g the 
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Lebesgue-density of M. Let m(n) = [nq] for some q E (0, I). If n”* = o(Q)) 
and m(n) + k(n) < n, then 
Zj:n -J 
m(n)+k(n) 
. If n+l 
EB 
=m(n) I 
Prooj For i = 0 ,..., k, let ri = m(n) + i, Ai = rJ(n + l), ,U~ = G-‘(~Q), 
gi = g@i>9 and B={xEIRk+‘:xi-xi-,+Ai-Ai-,>O, i=l ,..., k}. 
Obviously, 
Qn{ [Zri:” -ni]f,o E B} = 1. 
It will be proved that 
(1) tg, M”j I gi(Zri:n -Pi>]f=o E Bl < 1. 
W.1.g. we assume that k(n) = o(n). Put 
K, = M” i I f) Z,.i:,, - Zri-,:,, > 
Zrim,:n -Pi-l _ Cn-2 
i=l (n + l)( l - Ai) 
By making use of Lemma 3.3, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, 
(3.1) holds true if 
we see that 
(2) 
Put 
- 
I”I~ K, < 1 for every C > 0. 
1). 
A = +: (n”2(Zri-l:n Pi-l)) > l * I I 
Since Zi:n - Zielzn, i= l,..., n, are M”-independent (with ZOzn = 0) and 
M” * [(n -i + l)(Zi:, - Zi-l:“)] =M we obtain for sufftciently large n that 
(3) K,, < M” (n - ri + Wrl:n - Zr,-,:n) > y&l ) + Mn(Ac) 
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Since n”’ = o(k(n)), and for suffkiently large n 
397 
fi”($m~)GfJ (l-j$)<exp(-Wv’) 
i=l 
we obtain 
(4) 
Further, as r, = [nq] we have 
(5) li; A4”{n”2(Z,,:, -&>2]=@ -2 ( (q), 
where @ is the standard normal distribution function. 
As lpi - CsI 1 l/(n -j + 1)1= o(n-‘), the Kolmogorov inequality implies 
that 
Combining (3), (4), (5) and (6) we obtain (2). The proof is complete. 
3. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
The first lemma extends a result of Hoeffding and Wolfowitz [2, p. 7 111. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (X, xf’,p) be a measure space. For i = 1,2, let vr/J be 
nonnegativefinite measures with v,(X) > 0. Let fi be a p-density of Vi. Then, 
sup I v,(A) - v264)I 
A E.W’ 
< i I l - vi(x)I 
i=l 
exp (& 1 (Log 2) dv,)] 1’2. (3.2) 
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Proof. Set Pi = vi/vi(X) for i = 1,2. It is easy to see that 
A&d 
Thus, (3.2) in 
that 
the particular case of probability measures (see [2]) implies 
sup 
A Ed 1 Vl(A) - v*(A)1 < i I l - vi(x)I i=l 
+ [ 1 -exp (1 (log:) dP,)]“z, 
where qi = fJv,(X). Since 
exP [I (log~)@,]=~exp [&I (log+-) dv,] 
the proof is complete. 
Secondly, we shall need an exponential inequality for order statistics. 
Inequalities of this type have independently been proved by several authors; 
e.g., by Reiss [5, p. 743; 6, Lemma 7.91 and by Wellner [ 12, Lemma 11. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Q be the uniform distribution on (0, 1). For 
i E { l,..., n}, let Ai = i/(n + 1) and uf = Ai( 1 - Ai). Then, for every E > 0: 
Q” 1: (Zi:n - ni> < - E I< exp [- ’ 3( 1 + EE/(oiny2)) ] 7 (3.4) 
and 
Q” ~$k,.-&)>,~~ Gexp [- E2 1. (35) 
3(1 + &/(a$‘/‘)) . 
The proof of (3.4) can be established (as usual) via the exponential 
inequality for /I random variables. (3.5) can be deduced from (3.4), applied 
to n-i-l-l in place of i, since ,Q’ * Zt:n = Q” * (1 - 4-i+ 1:,J, 
1 -&.=Anmi+i and (~~=o~-~+r. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let Q be the uniform distribution on (0, 1). Let 
Li = i/(n + 1)for i E {l,..., n}. Then, there exists a comtant C > 0 such that 
for all E > 0: 
Q”{Zizn G&E) Q C(es)‘. 
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Proof: Since by Stirling’s formula 
i! - (24”’ (i/e)’ 
we obtain for some C > 0 that 
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